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Abstract--ln this paper we give a simple representation of the solution of the Cauchy problem 
when the operator admits a spectral distribution. First we apply this to the Schr5dinger operator 
on R/v with and without potential, and then on a bounded domain. In this case we give the expression 
of the associated spectral distribution. A second application is that for the Dirac operator. (~) 1999 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A spectral distribution is an operator valued distribution defined on test functions (see [1,2]) 
that is extended naturally to C °o functions. The authors show that this symbolic calculus is 
admissible. 
An important class of spectral distribution is that of order k, i.e., when the distribution could 
be extended continuously to the space ~,  space of functions f such that tkJrf  (k) E LI(R). A 
generalisation of Stone's theorem is then proved, which states that A generates a k-times inte- 
grated group (G(t)) verifying IIG(t)H < Cltl k if and only if B = iA admits a spectral distribution 
of order k. 
The motivation of semigroup theory is to solve the following problem: 
-~u(t)d = iBu(t), u(O) = x. (1) 
When iB generates a C0-semigroup (G(t)), the solution of (1) is then given by u(t) = G(t)x. In 
the case of integrated semigroup the expression is more complicated (see [3-5]). In this paper we 
will give a simple representation f the solution. 
An extensive number of applications has been given in [6]. In particular they showed that 
the SchrSdinger operator A = iA in /F(R N) with domain W2'V(R N) verifies the condition of the 
generalized Stone's theorem and then iA admits a spectral distribution of order k > N i l~p-1 /2  I. 
The author of this paper would like to thank K. Noureddine and M. Balabane for their several remarks and 
suggestions concerning this paper. 
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In bounded omain, recently, using Sobolev imbeddings and an interpolation result for integrated 
semigroups, Arendt [7] showed that the Schr6dinger operator on LP(f~), where f~ is a bounded 
domain in R N, generates a k-times integrated group for k >_ (N /2) l l /p -  1/2[. In Section 3 we 
give two ways to show that iA admits a spectral distribution of the same order k, the first based 
on Arendt's method, and the second is direct and explicit. Indeed we show how to construct the 
associated spectral distribution; nevertheless we lose in order of regularity. 
A second application is given in Section 4 for the Dirac operator (see [8,9]). In [9], the author 
shows that the Dirac operator generates an a-times integrated group for a > 211/2 - 1/p[ + 1. 
Here we show that it generates a k-times integrated group of type O(1 + [tlk); hence it admits a 
:D-k-regularized spectral distribution for k > 211/2 - 1/p[. 
2. SPECTRAL D ISTRIBUT ION AND THE 
CAUCHY PROBLEM 
A spectral distribution is a linear algebra homomorphism £ from 73 - C~(R) into £:(X) veri- 
fying limn-.oo £(~,~) = I, where ~( t )  - ~(t/n),  with ~ E 1) such that ~(0) = 1. For every C °o 
function f ,  £( f )  is defined as the limit of £(~nf)  as n --* oo. 
The spectral distribution C is said to be of degree ~ if it can be extended as a linear con- 
tinuous mapping on ~ - 9v-lTl equipped with the norm YI~(f) - p~(Yf), where Y is Fourier 
transformation and T~ the completion of l:) for the norm pt defined by pe(~) _= ~-~=0 [[tk~ (k) [ILl. 
LEMMA 2. i. 
(1) For all ~o 6 Y), s > O, define ~( t )  = s -199( t / s ) .  Then for any positive integer k > O, Pk(~)  
is independent ors. In the same way Hk(qan) is independent of n, where ~n(t) =- ~o(t/n). 
(2) For any integer ~ >_ 1, # 6 C, Re# > 0, the function t , , H(t)t~-~e -"~ belongs to T, 
where H(t) is the Heaviside function. 
(3) For any integer g >_ l, A 6 C with ImA # O, the function t , ) (A - t ) - t6~ -. 
(4) For any integer ~ >_ 2, A 6 C with Im A # 0, and s 6 R, the function G~ : t ,  , t (A - t ) - te  i't 
belongs to 7", and IIk(Gs) _< C(1 + Is[k). 
PROOF. 
(1) Direct calculation. 
(2) For l = 1 see [2]. If not, let m = min{k , i -  1}, and we have 
m • 1) !  
Pk (H(T)T ~-le ix') <-- E C~ (l~--j -~ i)! []#k-JH(T)Tk+~-i-Ie--,,[[L, 
j=O 
(3) It suffices to notice that the Fourier transform of the function t,  ~ (A-t)  -~ is the function 
T, ~ 1/ l !H(Er)(~T)~-lei~, where ~ = +1 if Im~ > 0 and E = -1  elsewhere. 
(4) Write 
t A 1 
and for g - 1 > 1 each one of them is in T. Now note that if f verifies t i f f  (k) E L 1 for 
every i _< k, then the function g : t ,  ~ eiStf(t) belongs to T since Yg(r)  = J : f ( r  - s/2~r) 
and by a simple change of variable we get Hk(g) = [[tk~'f(k)(t -- s/27r)l[L1 = II(t + 
s/2 )k =fCk)(t)lln, < C(1 + Islk). ! 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B be the momentum ofa  spectrai distribution £ of degree k. For every x E 
D(Bk+I), s e R, u(s) = £(t,  , (A - t ) -k - le i s t ) (A -B)k+lx  is the unique solution of the Cauchy 
problem (1), and this solution is polynomially bounded, i.e., nu(s)U < C(1 + [s[k)[[(A - B)k+lx[[ 
for every s E R. 
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Note that u(s) can be written in the form u(s) = (A - B) -k - le i sB(A  -- B) k+l and this product 
is not commutative since e isB is not a bounded operator (see [1, Section 4]). 
PROOF. First of all we show that  for every y E X,  u = £(t  , , (A - t ) -k - le iSt )y  • D(B) .  
Writing B = £(t) and by its definition, it is sufficient o show that limn--.oo £(tqan)u exists. We 
have £(t~n)u = £(t~n)£(t  , , (A - t ) -k - le i ' t )y  = £(~n)£(t  ' , t(A - t)-k-Xei ' t)y;  all these 
operators are bounded since these functions are in ~ (see Lemma 2.1), so lim £(t~,~)u exists and 
u • D(B) .  
Now for x • X set y = (), - B)k+lx and u(s) = ()~ - B ) -k - le i sB(A  -- B)k+l;  by the last 
calculation and [1, Lemma 4.4] we have du(s ,x )  = £(t , , t(A -- t ) -k - le 'St )y  = i£(t)£(t  , , 
(A - t ) -k - le iSt )y  = iBu(s,  x) and u(O) = £(t , ~ ()~ - t ) -k -1 )y  = x. The growth inequality that 
verifies u is then a direct application of Lemma 2.1.(4). 
For the uniqueness let v(s) be another solution of (1), then using Lemma 2.3, we have d(A  - 
B) -k - le i ( t - s )Bv(s ) )  = - iB (A  - B ) -k - le i ( t - s )Bv(s )  + (A  -- l~h-k - l , , i ( t - s )B  d , ,{~ ~j  ~ ~ j  = 0, so this 
function is constant and (A - B) -k - lv ( t )  = (A - B)-k- le i tBv(O)  = (A -- B) -k - le i tBx .  Since 
(A  - B) -k -1  is injective we get the desired result, v(t) = u(t). | 
3.  SPECTRAL  D ISTR IBUT IONS AND INTERPOLAT ION 
In [7], the authors give an interpolation theorem stating that  each generator of integrated 
semigroup (S(t)) generates a C0-semigroup (U(t)) on some subset G (see [7, Theorem 3.1 and 
Remark 3.2; 5]). In this section we will use those results to obtain spectral distributions. 
Since the SchrSdinger operator on L 2 generates a unitary group, it is natural to consider the 
following, here we use notations of [7]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. / f  the Co-semigroup {U(t)} is uniformly bounded on G, then the integrated 
semigroup {S(t)} is of type O(Itlk), i.e., satisfies IIS(t)ll _< Ct k, for all t > O, where C is a positive 
constant. 
PROOF. Taking r E p(A), x E X,  y 
s(t)x = 
IIS(t)xll 
hence 
=_ (r - A ) -kx  E D(A  k) = C (see [7, Remark 3.2]), we have 
(r - A)kS(t )y  
i t  (t - s) k-1 
= ( r -A )  k i-~-~)l. U(s)yds 
k i t  (t - s) k-1 = (r - Av)  -(~-- ~ U(s)y ds 
fo 
t (t - s) k-1 
= "(-k--~)l. ( r -Ac )kU(s )yds '  
i 
t ( t  -- 8) k -1  
i k - -~  CIl(r - Ac)kV(s)Yll ds 
t (t - s) k-1 
ik --- ~ CIIU(s)Yllcds 
/ t (t - s) k-x i~ --- 7)~. CllYllvds 
CltlkllYllc 
Mltlkllxlls, 
Unfortunately, the converse is not true in general. However we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (G(t))t>o be a k-times integrated semJgroup verifying IIG(t)ll < Ip(t)l, 
where p is a polynomial of degree < k. Then G(t) verifies IIG(t)(A -A) -k) l l  < Ct k, where C is 
a positive constant and )~ E p(A). 
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Note that this is natural since we have G (i) (0) = 0 for every i = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1. 
PROOF. Note that we can replace Ip(t)l by M(1 +tk). Since it is obvious for t > 1, suppose that 
t < 1. For x E D(Ak), the application t, , G(t)x is k-times differentiable vector valued function 
and 
f0 t (t - s) k-1 a(t)x = -(~: ~ G~ k)(s)x ds 
Since e(k)(s)x = G(s)Akz + ~-]~:l(si/i!)A~x, we have IIe(k)(s)xll < g(1 + Sk)IIXlID(A~), where 
k-1  IIXlID(A ~) = ~=0 IIAixll" Therefore 
fo ~ (t - ~)~-' ds IIG(t)xll <_ KIIXl}D(Ak) i-~--~)r " (1 + s k ) 
t k 
< KHXlID(Ak)(~_I)I. (1 + t k) <_ KtklIXHD(A~). 
The uniform boundedness principle gives us the desired inequality. | 
The following is a slight modification of [4, Theorem 2.4]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be the generator of a (A - A)-k-regularized semigroup {W(t)} that 
is of type O(1 + t k) for some A. Suppose that o 6 p(A), then A generates a k-times integrated 
{Sit ) } semigroup of the same type. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be as in Proposition 3.3. Then iA admits a ~ (w - Hp)-k-regularized 
spectral distribution. 
PROOF. Exactly as in [1], E(f) =-- f(--1)k(Y'f)(k)(t)S(t) dr, where {S(t)} is as in the last propo- 
sition, define a regularized spectral distribution since, by Proposition 3.2, S(t) verifies I]S(t)(A - 
A)-k)l[ < Ct k. | 
4. EXAMPLES 
4.1. SchrSdinger Operator 
4.1.A. SchrSdinger operator on LP(R N) 
In [6], we showed that the SchrSdinger operator without potential admits a spectral distribution 
for k > NI1 /2  - 1/pl. 
4.1.B. SchrSdinger operator on bounded domain 
With the notation of Arendt, let f~ be a bounded omain in R N with smooth boundary, let 
Ap, (1 < p < co) be the Laplace operator on LP(f~) with maximal domain, Ap -= lAp, A0 and Ac 
are the parts of Ap on C0(~) (continuous functions vanishing at infinity) and C(~), respectively. 
The following is a direct application of [7, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3; 1, Theorem 3.4], and Propo- 
sition 3.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let fl C R N be a bounded open set of R N, with boundary of class C 2. Then 
we have the following. 
(i) g N _< 3, then lAp (1 <_ p <_ c~) as well as iAo and iAc admit a spectral distribution of 
order 1 in LP(f~), C0(fl), and C(~), respectively. 
(ii) Let 1 < p < c~, ffk _> (N/2)[1/2 - 1/pl, then lAp admits a spectral distribution of order k 
in LP(f~). 
(iii) / fk  > N/4, then iAo, iAc, iAoo, and iA1 admit a spectral distribution of order k in Co(~), 
C(~), L°°(f~), and Ll(f~), respectively. 
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REMARK 4.2. Using Theorem 2.4, we can translate the last corollary in terms of solution of 
the problem du( t )  = Au(t) ,  u(O) = x, to get a simple representation of the solution of the 
form u(t) = (A - iA ) -k - le tA(A  -- iA )k+lx  where A is one of the Schrhdinger operators as in 
Corollary 4.1 on the mentioned omain with the associated order k, and the solution u(t) is 
polynomially bounded as in Theorem 2.2. 
Direct  const ruct ion  of  the spectra l  d is t r ibut ion  
of  the  SchrSdinger  operator  on bounded domain  
Consider the Schrhdinger equation ~ - iAu  = O, x E ~ with the initial condition u(0, x) = 
¢(x), where ~2 is a bounded open of R N of class C 2, ¢ E LP(f~), 1 < p < oo. Here we will give 
the expression of the spectral distribution generated by this equation. 
We know that the spectrum of -A  is the set of an increasing sequence of positive eigenvalues 
(A,~) which tends to infinity. Let (fn) be the associated eigenvectors and let k be an integer such 
that k > (N/2)11/2 - 1/p I. Now for every ¢ E ~ we define for ¢ E LP(f~) 
~(¢)¢(x) = ~ an(¢)fn(x) JfR e-~t ( - i t )k¢( t )  dt 
n 
= ~ cn(¢) /n (x )¢(k ) ( -An) ,  
n 
where ~ is Fourier transform of ¢, an(C) is the n th Fourier coefficient, an(C) = f Cfn. Now since 
Jan(C)[ -< [l¢l[LPllfnlILq, where q is the conjugate of p, we have 
IIE(C)ClILp < ~ lan(C)lllfnllL" ¢(k) (--An) < II¢IIL~ ~ IlfnllL~llfnllLq ¢(k) (--An) , 
n n 
using Sobolev imbeddings, and for s ~ (N/2)[1/2 - 1/p[, we have IlfnllL~ < CIIfnllH~. < C'(1 + 
A~)[[fn[IL 2 = C'(1 +A~) and [[fn[[L~ --< g[[fn[[L2 = K ,  where C, C', and g are constants. Hence 
we get 
[IE(¢)II < M~--~ i +A~ Akn¢(k ) (-An) 
- n A~ 
- n A~ 
< ~k(¢) ~ 1 + A~ < M'%(¢), 
n A~ - 
since as n ---* c~, An ~ n 2/N, hence (1 -{- A~)/(A~) -~ (n28/g)/(n2k/N),  which means that we must 
have 2k/N  > 2s /N  + 1, i.e., k must be k > (N/2)[1/2 - 1/p[ + N/2 .  
Note that we have lose in order comparing with 4.1(ii). 
4.1.C. SchrSdinger  operator  wi th  potent ia l  
Denote by K N the Kato class of measurable functions on R N, as defined in [10, p. 453]. 
In [11], it is shown that, for 1 <_ p < oo, V+ E K N, V_ E L°°(RN),  iHp -- iA  - iV  generates 
an (w - Hp)-k-regularized group on LP(R N) that is of type O(1 + Itl k) for any integer k > 
2n I 1 /2 -1 /p [ ;  hence by Theorem 3.4, t ip admits a 7"k (w-- Hp)-k-regular ized spectral distribution. 
4.2. Dirac Operator  
Let 
(°1 (0 :) (1 ° 01) (0 o,) 
al ---- , 62-~ i , a3- -  _ , B j - -  aj  0 ' (1 < j  <3),  
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then the Dirac operator is defined to be T) - .4 + B, where 
/2 A = c E Bj B = #e 2 
j=0 Oxj ' 0 
0) 
--/2 ' 
# is the mass of the electron, c is the speed of light. 
In [9, Theorem 3.2], the author showed that T~ defined on LP(IR3) 4 (1 < p < co) with domain 
D(A) x D(A) generates a k-times integrated semigroup whenever k > 211/2 - 1/p I + 1. In the 
following, Theorem 4.3, we will show that the Dirac operator generates a k-times integrated 
group of type O(1 + Itl k) for k > 211/2 - 1/pl, hence i2) admits a Tk :D-k-regularized spectral 
distribution. 
THEOREM 4.3. The Dirac operator T) generates a k-t imes integrated group of  type O(1 + Itl k) 
for k >>_ 211/2 - 1/p[, hence iV  admits a ~-k V-k- regular ized spectral distribution. 
PROOF. Since iA  admits  a spectral  d istr ibut ion of order k (see [12]), then A generates {W(t)},  a 
(A - A ) -k - regu lar i zed  group of type O(1 + It[k). And since B generates a un i tary  group {H(t)},  
then 7) generates a (A - :D)-k-regular ized group of the same type. We get the desired result by 
apply ing Propos i t ion 3.3. | 
REMARK 4.4. In this case also, by using Theorem 2.4, we can t rans late the last corol lary in 
terms of solut ion of the Cauchy problem as in 3.6 u(t) = ()~ - i2 ) ) -k - le tV(A  - i l ) )k+Ix  where 7:) 
is the Dirac operator  and the solution u(t) is po lynomial ly  bounded as in Theorem 2.4. 
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